By beginning with a splierically symmetric j-j coupling shell model Hamiltonian with a general effective two-body interaction, formulas for various empirical parameters characterizing the collective motion in even-even deformed nuclei are given with explicit reference to the effective interaction. An assumption made in this paper is the adiabatic approximation which is the same as that underlying Bohr's strong coupling model or its modified ones. Characteristics of various collective modes described in these "phenomenological models" are investigated and the physical implication underlying the models is made clear. Throughout this paper discussions are made in a general form as much as possible and, to make the understanding of our results easier, simple estimates based on the so-called "Pairing pl,us Quadrupole Force " are made for each case. § I. Introduction
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Since the success of the Bohr-Mottelson model, many investigations on the collective motion in even-even deformed nuclei have been made by using the so-called Bohr's strong coupling model or its modified ones based on the adiabatic approximation. In the adiabatic approximation, effects of the internal (particle-) motions are taken into account only in giving various parameters (i.e. inertial parameters, restoring force parmeters, moments of inertia, etc.) characterizing the collective motion. The characteristics of the above-mentioned "phenomenological models", therefore, exist in setting up these parameters as determined empirically at the very outset. In spite of the great pcwer of trese models, it seems to us tl:at little progress l::as been made toward interpreting the empirical parameters characterizing the collective moti9n in terms of the effective interaction between particles. 1 >· 2 > It is the aim of the present paper to interpret the empirical parameters with explicit reference to a general effective two-body interaction between particles, and to make clear the physical implication underlying the '' phenomenological models". We shall begin our discussions with a spherically symmetric j-j coupling shell model Hamiltonian with a general effective two-body interaction.
One of the important factors in the success of the " phenomenological models" is to assume the existence of a non-spherical "equilibrium shape" at the outset. Therefore, our first task is to find out the " equilibrium shape " of our system which is essentially dependent on the properties of the effective interaction. \Ve can obtain such an "equilibrium shape", in principle, by using the generalized Bogoliubov transformation 3 > and solving the 'Hartree-Bogoliubov equation as discussed by Baranger. 4 > In § 2, we shall discuss such an "equilibrium deformation" by recapitulating the results obtained by Baranger. 4 > Another important assumption in the " phenomenological models " is, as mentioned above, the adiabatic app:~;oximation. To keep a direct comparison with the "phenomenological models", we shall in § 3 assume the adial?atic character of the collective motion; and calculate the potential energy of the collective motion by obtaining the lowest energy of the system with fixed values of collective coordinates, employing the method developed by Belyaev."> The kinetic energy of the collective motion will then be calculated in § 4 by using the adiabatic perturbation theory. Thus we are able to obtain the formulas for the empirical parameters with explicit reference to the general effective two-body interaction. In § 5, the general form of the collective Hamiltonian for even-even nuclei will be given, and the physical implication underlying the "phenomenological models " will be made clear.
Throughout the present paper discussions will be made in the general form as much as possible. To make the understanding of our results thus obtained easier, simple estimates based on the so-called "Pairing plus Quadrupole Force" will be made for each case. Numerical calculations with such a specified effective interaction and comparisons with experimental data will be reported in a subsequent paper. § 2. Equilibrium quadrupole deformations
In investigating the collective motion in deformed nuclei, it is necessary first of all to find out the "nuclear equilibrium shape". One can obtain such an "equilibrium shape", in principle, by using the generalized Bogoliubov transformation. 3 > Recently, Baranger 4 > has rewritten this method into a form especially suited for the nuclear system and discussed the "nuclear equilibrium shape". So we shall start our discussion by recapitula.ting his results, and shall hereafter adopt his notations as much as possible.
Let us adopt the j-j coupling shell model. The single-particle states are; then, characterized by the quantum numbers: q, n, l, j, m (q is the charge).
The state with a set of these quantum numbers is designated by a Greek subscript a. We further use a Latin subscript a to mean all the quantum numbers in a except the magnetic quantum number m. The Hamiltonian for the system of interacting nucleons is then
where Ca + and Ca are the creation and annihilation operators of a nucleon in 
where N is the nuclear mass number. In the case in which the effective two-body interaction C{l is the "Pairing plus Quadrupole Force",. the Hartree-Bogoliubov equation (2 · 7) becomes very simple. Essentially the "Quadrupole Force",
contributes only to the Hartree-Fock self-consistent potential ra 7 , and the "Pair" ing Force ", (2 ·13) only to the " Pairing potential " Lla/3· Here X and G0 are the strength parameters for these forces, respectively, and Qac is defined through the matrix element of the single-particle quadrupole moment :
In this case the solution of Eq. (2 · 7) is, as has been shown by Baranger, Now let us consider the "equilibrium shape" of our system. Hereafter we shall restrict ourselves only to the quadrupole deformations. This corresponds to supposing that in the effective two-body interaction CV the quadrupole-and pairing-parts are predominant. The mass quadrupole moment in the ground (the "vacuum") state 1Jf0 is given by (2 ·19) If there exists a solution of Eq. (2 · 6) with (QM)o~O, *> then the " equilibrium quadrupole deformation " of our system is given, in terms of the " surface deformation parmeters" aM used in the Bohr-Mottelson model, as follows:
where R0 is the nuclear radius and N is the mass number. It should be noted that the solution with (QM)o~O must have the appropriate degeneracy containing all possible orientations of the nucleus in space. § 3. The adiabatic approximation Let us introduce the following parameters as the collective coordinates m our system:
where QM means the mass quadrupole moment. Then QM represents a deviation of quadrupole deformation from the " equilibrium shape.,-with QM= (QM)o. The ground state 1Jf0 corresponds to that with QM=O and the collective excited states to those with QM~O. Assuming the adiabatic character of the collective motion, we shall first ~lculate the lowest energy of the system for a fixed value of f?M and then in § 4 consider the time-variation of QM.
In order to find out the lowest state of the system with a fixed value of *) In the case in which the effective interaction C{l is the "Pairing plus Quadrupole Force", it can be shown4l that there exists a solution with (QM>o~O when the strength parameters X and G0 satisfy the following relation: QM, we shall adopt the method developed by Belyaev. 5 > To satisfy the subsidiary condition of a constancy of QM, let us add to the Hamiltonian (2 ·1) the following term :
QM being the mass quadrupole moment operator QM= ~q~~ Ca + c~= ~Qacs~<iaicma-m~I2M)ca+ Cn and look for the ground state P"0 (Q) of the Hamiltonian
The energy of the system with a fixed value QM is then given by <H>Q where the symbol < )Q denotes the expectation ~lue in P"0 (Q). Of cou~se, the Lagrangian multipliers fl-M have to be eliminated through th~ conditions
In order to investigate the change of the ground state caused by the addition of H,., we shall perform an additional canonical transformation :
The coefficients ft 1 (Q) involve the effects due to the added term HI' ( _t: 1 = p.=Q), and can be assumed to be small and are considered only in the first oonvanishing order. From the canonical nature of the transformation (3 · 5), we have
The vacuum state for the new quasi-particles a(Q) (determined as a(Q)'P"0 (Q)=0) is now of the form (3·7)
where P"0 is the vacuum state for the old quasi-particles a. 
V aryin'g <fi )g_ = <H)g_ + <H")g_ with respect to hi> we have the following equation to determine hi :
Here we have used Eq. (3·6) and the relation p1= ( -1)M/.l-M· By solving Eq. (3 ·10), we can find out p-dependence of hi· Then we can determine the Lagrangian multipliers f.LM through the conditions
With the aid of Eq. (3 ·10), Eq. (3 · 8) can be written as In the case in which the effective two-body interaction is the "Pairing plus Quardupole Force", Eq. (3 ·10) becomes very simple and the result is
where We now come to the stage to discuss the kinetic energy of the collective motion in our system. Now, it is well known that the kinetic energy is formally given by the adiabatic perturbation theory as follows: 
QM=<QM>(j_=<lflo(Q), QMiflo(Q)),
Actually it may be very difficult to obtain complete knowledge of the functional forms of IJl (Q) w:ith respect to QM. However, it will be shown in the following that the actual calculations of ( 4 ·1) can be performed with IJl (Q) obtained in §3.
By using the " surface deformation variables " aM which are defined by ·16) is taken in the body fixed coordinate system. Hereafter we shall develop our discussions in the p"-representation so that everything used in the calculations is taken in the body fixed coordinate system.
We are now in a position to perform the explicit calculation of B 11 , B 7 , B 117
and f!K. From Eq. (3 · 7), we obtain in the vicinity of the "equilibrium d~for mation"
and 
The explicit expression of the moment of inertia (4·16b) can be easily obtained by noting that in the vicinity of the "equilibrium deformation" we have + .lcfJ C1-9-Po) 2 + .lc71-9o 2 Cr-ro) 2 + cfJ7 Po C/9-Po) Cr-ro), 
with Eq. (5·11) and Eq. (5·4). The Hamiltonian (5·12) has just the same form as that used in Bohr's strong coupling model. However, it should be emphasized that this form which formally includes a "wave-like" rotational motion can be approved only for nearly spherical nuclei with sufficiently small "equilibrium deformations ".*l The Hamiltonian of the collective motion investigated in detail by Wilets and Jean 9 l corresponds to that neglecting the third term in the potential energy (5 · 3). Here it should be stressed that the "r- thus obtained is just the well known one which is connected with the existence of the " equilibrium deformation". As is easily seen from Eq. ( 4 · 7), this corresonds to taking the body fixed coordinate system at the outset as follows : 
In the case when the effective interaction q; is the "Pairing plus Quadrupole 
It should be noted that there are essential differences m the structure of the collective motions described by (5 ·12) and (5 ·16). In the Hamiltonian (5 ·12) the "wave-like" rotational motion with the moment of inertia (5 ·11) was caused by the vibrational motion of QM. On the other hand, the rotational motion given in (5 ·16) with the moment of inertia !f~ (O) is inherently connected with the existence of the large "equilibrium deformation". Now it is clear that, if there exists a lowest energy solution of the Hartree-Bogoliubov equation, (2 · 7), with ro='I=O, then the restoring force parameter C7 given in (5 ·16) has the negative sign. Therefore, the condition that the "equilibrium deformation" becomes asymmetric is C 7 <0. When the effective interaction CV is the "Pairing plus
Quadrupole Force ", this condition is written from Eq. (5 ·18) as (5 ·19)
It will be interesting to test the condition (5 ·19) for individual deformed nuclei by using the Nilsson curves and a reliable effective interaction.
Finally it should be emphasized that we must use the general collective Hamiltonian (5 · 5) when we want to investigate the collective motion in nuclei which lie between nearly spherical-and strongly deformed-nuclei. In this case, as we know the empirical parameters, Bp, B 7 , Bf!n Cp, C7 , Cp7 , !f~, /10 and ro, in principle, we can calculate the "non-adiabaticity parameter", etc., introduced by Davydov et ai.I 2 l Then the limit of applicability of Davydov's model will be given. § 6.
Concluding remarks
Starting from a spherically symmetric j-j coupling shell model Hamiltonian with a general effective two-body interaction, we have investigated the empirical parameters characterizing the collective motion in even-even deformed nuclei with explicit reference to the effective interaction. Our assumption made in this paper is the adiabatic approximation which is the same as that underlying Bohr's strong coupling model or its modified ones. Characteristics of various collective modes described in these " phenomenological models " have been discussed and the physical implication underlying these models has been made clear.
In order to obtain general formulas for various parameters, throughout this paper, our discussions have been made in the general form as much as possible. Numerical calculations of such general formulas with a specified effective interaction and comparisons with experimental data will be reported in a subsequent paper.
It seems to us that the investigation of the collective motion in nuclei which lie between nearly spherical-and strongly deformed-nuclei leads us to interesting results. In such nuclei, according to the Hamiltonian (5 · 5), the vibrational modes of p and r are no longer good eigenmodes and we must take into · account the ~-r coupling or find two kinds of new eigenmodes. A systematic investigation of such nuclei by using the general Hamiltonian (5 · 5) is going to
